We present a case study of verifying the design of a commercial multi-threaded task server (MTTS), developed by the Novabase company, used for massively parallelising computational tasks. In a first stage, we employed the Plural tool, which is designed to perform lightweight verification of Java programs using a Data Flow Analysis (DFA) framework, to specify and verify the MTTS. We wrote the Plural specification for the MTTS based on the code developed by Novabase, its informal documentation, and our discussions with Novabase engineers, who validated our understanding of the MTTS application. The Plural specification language is based on typestates and access permissions. In a second stage, we developed the Pulse tool that enhances the analysis performed by Plural, and used the tool on the MTTS specifications. Pulse translates Plural specifications into an abstract state-machine model that captures the semantics of all the possible concurrent programs implementing the given specifications, and uses the evmdd-smc symbolic model-checker to verify the machine model. The experimental results on the MTTS specification show that the exhaustive model-checking approach scales reasonably well and is efficient at finding errors in specifications that were not previously detected with the Data Flow Analysis (DFA) capabilities of Plural.
Introduction
Multi-core processor platforms are poised to become massively parallel within the next few years. To take advantage of this new technology, computer scientists are working on the development of programming languages and programming paradigms that exploit the parallel computing power provided by the new hardware, while at the same time helping programmers ensure correctness in a parallel context.
Developing correct parallel programs is difficult, in part because of the danger of interference betwen tasks. If two tasks read and write to shared, mutable state, they must be synchronized to ensure that the state of the program does not become inconsistent. Unfortunately, it is easy for programmers to omit synchronization or to incorrectly synchronize, resulting in errors such as race conditions when multiple threads read and write to the same locations in the heap.
In order to help programmers reason about access to shared mutable state, researchers have therefore developed a number of abstractions that can be used to characterize the way that multiple threads access potentially shared state. An early example of this was Boyland et al.'s capabilities for sharing, which are annotations that can be associated with references in the program [1] . A capability (now more commonly called a permission [2] ) restricts the way that different threads can use the object to which the reference points. For example, a Unique permission describes an object that is writable but not shared between threads, while an Immutable permission describes an object that is potentially shared between threads, but cannot be written to. In either case, the object can be accessed following the rules of the permission without fear of introducing a race condition.
Permissions and related concepts have since been applied to address issues related to safe concurrency [3] as well as security [4] . This paper focuses on a case study about the use of (the existing tool) Plural [5] to specify and verify concurrency properties of an industrial application, and on our development of the Pulse tool [6] that enhances the analysis performed by Plural. The Plural specification language is based on a form of permissions known as access permissions [7] as well as typestates. While access permissions describe whether an object can be read or written through various references, typestates specify the legal order of operations that may be applied to the object, specified as a state machine [8] . The two forms of specification are complimentary: in addition to helping to verify safe concurrency, permissions enable a dataflow analysis to more precisely track the changes to the typestate of an object as the program executes.
We used Plural for the specification and verification of a multi-threaded task server (MTTS), implemented by Novabase, which has been extensively used for massively parallelising the processing of computational tasks. MTTS is part of several software applications used by Novabase's clientele, e.g. it has been used in the financial sector to parallelise the archiving and processing of documents. The MTTS application is implemented in Java, and uses queues to store tasks that are executed by a pool of threads.
The MTTS case study revealed a series of limitations of the analysis performed by the Plural tool. These limitations are related to the impossibility of exhaustively analysing arbitrary sequences of method calls and with checking Plural specifications in isolation. We therefore developed the Pulse tool, as an Eclipse plug-in [6] , to overcome these limitations. Pulse translates Plural specifications into abstract statemachine models that capture the semantics of all the possible concurrent programs implementing a given specification. We used the evmdd-smc [9] symbolic modelchecker, a minimalist high-performance tool with an input language inspired by SAL (Symbolic Analysis Laboratory) [10] , to model the abstract machines and to perform the verification.
The contributions of Pulse to the analysis performed by Plural are: (i.) an exhaustive yet tractable approach to analyse specifications at an appropriate level of abstraction for concurrent execution; (ii.) a discrete semantics for access permission manipulation that is scalable; (iii.) a translation algorithm that allows full automation; (iv.) an integration of model checking techniques into the Plural framework. The verification methodology implemented in Pulse is not limited to Plural specifications alone, but may be employed for any language that captures the concepts of typestates, permissions and concurrency, such as the Fugue checker [11] .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the Plural and Pulse tools. Section 3 presents our specification of the MTTS application, shows miscellaneous aspects of the verification of the MTTS with Plural, and discusses about the limitations of the analysis performed by Plural. This discussion includes a list of desirable features regarding the analysis done by Plural. Sections 4 and 5 lay the theoretical background for the automated extraction of discrete state models from Plural specifications that is implemented in the core of Pulse. Section 6 presents the results of using Pulse on the specifications for the MTTS application. Section 7 presents related work, and Section 8 discusses future work and conclusions.
Preliminaries

The Plural Tool
Plural is a specification and checker tool, implemented as a plug-in to Eclipse [5] . The Plural tool takes a Java program annotated with Plural specifications and checks whether the program complies with its specifications or not. Plural implements a simple effects analyser that checks if a particular method has side effects, and an annotation analysis tool that checks whether annotations are well formed.
The Plural Specification Language
The Plural specification language is a general language designed to facilitate the development of component-based and concurrent software. The Plural specification language combines access permissions and typestates specifications. Access permissions are abstract capabilities allowing a method to access a particular object state [1] . Plural uses access permissions to keep track of the various references to a particular object, and to check the types of accesses these references have. Accesses can be reading or writing (modifying). Typestates define protocols on finite state machines [8] . They describe the sets of valid object states on which a method can be called. Simultaneous access permissions taxonomy [7] Plural provides five types of access permissions, namely, Unique, Full, Share, Pure, and Immutable. Figure 1 presents a taxonomy of how different access permissions can coexist, e.g. Full access to a referenced object allows the existence of any other reference with Pure access to the same referenced object.
• Unique(x). It guarantees that reference x is the sole reference to the referenced object. No other reference exists, so x has exclusive reading and modifying (writing) access to the object.
• Full(x). It provides reference x with reading and modifying access to the referenced object. Additionally, it allows other references to the object (called aliases) to exist and to read from it, but not to modify it.
• Share(x). Its definition is similar to the definition of Full(x), except that other references to the object can further modify it.
• Pure(x). It provides reference x with read-only access to the referenced object. It further allows the existence of other references to the same object with read-only access or read-and-modify access.
• Immutable(x). It provides x and any other existing reference to the same referenced object with non-modifying access (read-only) to the referenced object. An Immutable permission guarantees that all other existing references to the referenced object are also read-only Pure(x) or Immutable(x) permissions.
Plural specifications are embedded in Java code within special marked comments. A simple Plural specification for a method combines pre-and post-conditions, embedded immediately before the method declaration. The pre-condition describes (1) the typestate the object must be before the method starts, and (2) the type of access the object permits. In the spirit of Girard's Linear Logic [12] , access permissions are produced and consumed. The method post-condition describes the produced access permissions and the typestate the object will be after the method ends.
In Plural, a method specification is written with the aid of a @Perm clause 1 , composed of a requires part, describing the resources required by the method to be executed (the pre-condition), and an ensures part (the post-condition), describing the resources generated after method execution. Some methods can legally be called with and can produce different sets of resources (declared within a @Cases clause). Hence, if the client does not know which case pre-condition in the specification will be selected, it must be prepared to deal with any of the post-conditions listed by the @Cases specification. A typestate is declared within a @State clause, and several typestates are made available inside a @ClassStates declaration. Additionally, an object can be in different dimensions representing the dynamic typestates of the object. In Plural, dimensions are declared with the aid of the @dim keyword. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a Plural specification taken from the MTTS case study presented in Section 3. Class Task models a generic task in the MTTS. The internal information about the task is stored in an object "data" of type MttsTaskDataX. A task can be in four possible typestates: Created, Ready, Running, or Finished. The constructor of class Task allocates a Unique object that is in state Created. A task is in state Ready once it has been given some data to be executed. It is in state Running when it is running, and it is in state Finished when it has been executed and its data has been consumed.
Looking at the state transitions in more detail, method "setData()" requires this to have Full permission to its referenced object, which should be in state Created, and simultaneously requires that its first parameter is different than null. The operator "*" combines several specifications. Method "execute()" requires this to have Full permission and to be in state Ready, and ensures that this will have Full permission on its referenced object, which will be in state Finished.
The Pulse Tool
We implemented Pulse as an Eclipse plug-in that works on top of the Plural tool. The Pulse tool [6] takes a Plural annotated Java spec and produces an abstract state machine model expressed in the input language of the evmdd-smc [9] model-checker 2 . We use the state-of-the-art evmdd-smc symbolic model checker 3 to verify that the Plural specifications satisfy a set of basic integrity properties. The input language of evmdd-smc is similar to SAL (Symbolic Analysis Laboratory), however evmdd-smc is more efficient than SAL for several reasons. The evmdd-smc is powered by an edged-valued decision diagrams (EVMDD) library, libevmdd 3 that can be orders of magnitude faster [9] than the ubiquitous CUDD, especially for models that capture concurrency. Secondly, the much leaner evmdd-smc is free of all of the syntactic sugar provided by SAL, which often leads to tremendous pre-processing overhead. 1 Alternatively, Plural allows the use of @Case. 2 Sections 4 and 5 give full details on how these models are generated. 3 Available at http://research.nianet.org/˜radu/evmdd/.
@ C l a s s S t a t e s (
Task implements A b s t r a c t T a s k { p r i v a t e M t t s T a s k D a t a X d a t a ;
@Perm( e n s u r e s = ' ' Unique ( t h i s ) i n Created '' ) p u b l i c Task ( ) { . . . } @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n Created * d a t a != n u l l '' , e n s u r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n Ready'' ) p u b l i c v o i d s e t D a t a ( M t t s T a s k D a t a X d a t a ) { . . . } @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n Ready'' , e n s u r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n F i n i s h e d '' ) p u b l i c v o i d e x e c u t e ( ) throws E x c e p t i o n { . . . } } Figure 2 : Example of a specification for a generic task
The ability to express custom temporal logic properties for concurrent programs gives evmdd-smc further freedom to perform verification tasks tailored to each application.
In the following, we explain the different evmdd sections generated for the Plural specification in Figure 3 . The figure introduces the MttsTask class that models a generic programming task. The internal information about the task attributes is stored in an object data of type MttsTaskDataX. An object of type MttsTaskDataX can be (in typestate) Empty or Filled. The state Empty represents the fact that the data has not been set and state Filled indicates that data has been set. An object of type MttsTask can be in state Created, Ready, Complete, or Destroyed. It is in state Ready once it has been given some data to be run (by method setData). It is in state Complete (method execute) when its execution has been finished, and it is in state Destroyed (method delete) when it does not exist any more. Method setData requires the object this to have Full access to its referenced object, to be in state Ready, and requires the parameter "d" to have Pure access to its referenced object. Method setData further ensures that on method termination, the object this will be in state Filled with Pure access permission. Method getTaskStatus requires Pure access permission and provides the status of the task such as ready, running etc. a) Declarations/Initialisations.
The model declares eight variables to represent the typestate (state), the class method (meth), the total number of read (tkrB) and write (tkwB) tokens, the program counter (pc), the total number of access permissions (ap), and the number of read (tkr) and write (tkw) an object reference owns. The numbers between brackets are the possible values a variable can have, where 0 is used in all cases to represent the value "undefined". All the initial state values are undefined except for the total number of read and write tokens.
@Perm ( e n s u r e s = ' '
@Cases ( { @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' Pure ( t h i s ) i n Ready'' , e n s u r e s = ' ' Pure ( t h i s ) i n Ready'' ) @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' Pure ( t h i s ) i n Complete '' , e n s u r e s = ' ' Pure ( t h i s ) i n Complete '' ) } ) @Perm( e n s u r e s = ' ' Pure ( r e s u l t ) i n F i l l e d '' ) p u b l i c M t t s T a s k D a t a X g e t D a t a ( ) { . . . } @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n Ready'' , e n s u r e s = ' ' 1. Pulse generates the evmdd code below for the constructor of class MttsTask. Prior to the call to the constructor the object does not exist, so the guard below (the part before ->) checks that no permission has been created already for the object. In the update part (the part after ->) all the variables are primed, meaning the after-value of the unprimed variables. The update part sets the program counter to exe, which stands for "executing", the method identifier meth_MttsTask_Obj0 to be a constructor (represented as 1), and grants the object a Unique access permission. The update part trans-fers one token from tkrB_MttsTask_Obj0 to tkr_MttsTask_Obj_Ref0, and from tkwB_MttsTask_Obj0 to tkw_MttsTask_Obj0_Ref0.
2. For method "execute" in Figure 3 , Pulse generates the evmdd code below.
The guard contains five conjuncts. Therefore, the object must exist, the method cannot be executing, the object typestate should be Ready, some read tokens must be available, and all write tokens must be available. The update expression is composed of seven parts. Therefore, the program counter is set to executing, the method identifier is set to "execute", the access permission is set to Full, all the write tokens are transferred, and only one read tokens is transferred.
3. The evmdd code below describes the case when method execute transitions from "currently executing" (exe) to "finished" (done), leaving the object in state Complete and setting reading and writing accesses that match the Full access permission. 4. To create an alias, the referenced object must exist, the alias should be afresh, and sufficient read and write tokens should exist to generate a Pure access permission (see the guard part). The update expression just creates the reference with a Pure access permission.
Specification and Verification of the MTTS
Our goals for the case study on the specification and verification of the MTTS application using Plural were two-fold: (i) to evaluate the design of a massively parallel commercial application like the MTTS, and (ii) to determine how well the Plural tool performs on a complex commercial application. The Plural specifications we wrote for the MTTS are based on our understanding of the MTTS application, built from direct inspection of the code of the MTTS, the informal code documentation, and on our discussions with Novabase's engineers. After our discussions with Novabase's engineers took place, we wrote a technical report describing the architecture, the functionality implemented by the MTTS, and the kind of design properties we were interested in checking [13] . The technical report was validated by Novabase and constituted the basis of our work with Plural.
For this case study, we were interested in checking with Plural standard properties related with concurrency such as absence of deadlocks, and the mutual exclusion to a critical section. Checking these properties is essential for the MTTS as it implements programming tasks over threads that are all together accomplishing a common job so that threads need to access shared resources in a synchronized way. It was important too to find out whether Plural could verify these intricate properties or not, or under which circumstances Plural was able to produce a correct answer. We were also interested in checking design properties of the MTTS, properties that must be enforced for the MTTS to be in a validate state, for instance, we were interested in checking whether acquired locks were eventually released. This prompted us to the question on how well Plural deals with reachability properties.
There is an additional value in writing formal specifications for applications. Specifications can be used by engineers to generate a collection of documents describing the behaviour of an application. This documentation can be used by engineers to (re-) design an application or to resolve differences between members of a quality assurance team regarding the expected behaviour of the application. The process of verifying the MTTS application with Plural revealed a series of issues related to good programming practices and design decisions made in the MTTS that Novabase's engineers used to evolve and improve the MTTS after the case study finished. These issues would not have been revealed otherwise, for example through direct code inspection, which confirms the importance of using automated tools like Plural to increase the confidence on the correctness of the implementation of software applications. For this case study, we kept the code of the MTTS unchanged as much as possible and tried to keep the semantics of the code intact whenever we introduced any changes to it.
Overview of the MTTS Application
The MTTS is the core of a task distribution server that is used to run tasks over different execution threads. This core is used in the financial sector to process bank checks in parallel with time bound limits. MTTS' implementation is general in the sense that it makes no assumptions on the nature of the running tasks. The MTTS organises tasks through queues and schedules threads to execute the task queues. Tasks are stored in databases. The MTTS is a typical client server application, divided into 3 main components, namely, TaskRegistration, RemoteOperationControl and QueueManager. MTTS' clients use the TaskRegistration component to register tasks. This component stores the registered tasks in a database. The QueueManager component implements some working threads that fetch and execute tasks. The RemoteOperationControl component is used to monitor and to control the progress of the tasks. Every queue implements a mutex manager algorithm to synchronise tasks.
Implementation of the MTTS
The MTTS is composed of four packages, namely, library, mtts-api, il and server. The library package extends the Java database and Collection classes. The mtts-api package models tasks and queues. The il package models "intelligent locks" and the server package is the main package of the MTTS application and uses features implemented by the other packages as depicted in Figure 4 .
Class Task implements tasks and QueueInfo implements queues. Class IMutexImp in the il package implements a mutex algorithm to synchronise tasks, and class MutexManager creates and destroys locks. Lock status and statistics are implemented in classes IMutexStatus and IMutexStatistics respectively. The server package implements code that fetches tasks from the database and distributes them through different threads. Class ServerWrapper runs the server as a system service and Class MttsServer implements the basic functionality to start and stop the server. Class TaskCreator and class QueueManager create tasks and manage queues respectively. Class RemoteTaskRegistration provides an interface to remotely register tasks and class RemoteOperationControl provides an interface to clients to remotely view the progress of tasks. Class ThreadPool keeps a list of class ExecutionThread objects that execute running threads. Class DBConnection implements the basic features to communicate with database. 
The General Specification Approach
Since Plural performs a modular analysis of programs, we commenced writing specifications starting from the most basic classes of the MTTS, e.g. classes that are inherited from or are used by other classes. Since the specification of more complex classes depends on the specification of the most basic ones, we provided basic classes with a sufficiently detailed specification. We specified the basic packages mtts-api and il first and specified package server last. Because Plural does not include a specification for Java standard classes, e.g. List and Map, we wrote specifications for these Java classes as well. We also wrote specifications for Java classes related to database interaction, e.g. Connection and DriverManager. In the following, we present some of the specifications of the three main packages of the MTTS, discuss various aspects of the specification and verification of the MTTS application with Plural, discuss on the limitations of the Plural tool, and present an evaluation of the case study.
Aspects on the Verification of the MTTS
We verified various properties of the MTTS application ranging from simple nonnull properties to the absence of deadlocks and mutual exclusion to a critical section. Our experience indicates that Plural is a practical tool that can effectively be used to verify complex system properties. In the following, we discuss all these aspects on the specification and verification of properties of the MTTS.
Processing Tasks. Figure 2 in Section 2.1.1 presents an excerpt of the specification of class Task. Several aspects of this class's specification are worthy of note. Although we would like to distinguish typestates Ready and Running, their associated invariants are the same. Plural ensures that if an object is in state Ready, then variable data is different than null. However, the opposite direction is not necessarily true. If one wished to fully distinguish these two typestates then one could add conditions isready and ! isready to their respective invariants. But then one would need to modify the source code of class Task by creating a boolean variable isready and to keep track of the value of this variable through the code of class Task. This is error-prone and we further wanted to keep the source code of the MTTS intact as much as possible. Thus, we left the invariants the same, which is not a problem in Plural.
The specification of class Task ensures that a task cannot be executed twice. Only the class constructor leaves a task in state Created. Only method setData transitions a task from Created to Ready. And a task needs to be in state Ready to be executed. The specification also ensures that setData must be called before execute().
Mutual Exclusion. Method acquire() acquires a lock and method release() releases the lock. Method acquire() is the only class method that transitions from typestate NotAcq into typestate Acq, and method release() is the only class method that takes an object from typestate Acq into typestate NotAcq. Hence, non-nested calls to method acquire() must be preceded by a call to release(). @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n NotAcq'' , e n s u r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n Acq'' ) p u b l i c a b s t r a c t v o i d a c q u i r e ( ) { } @Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n Acq'' , e n s u r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n NotAcq'' ) p u b l i c a b s t r a c t v o i d r e l e a s e ( ) { } Mutual exclusion to a critical section is thus ensured by enclosing the code of the section between a call to method acquire() and a call to method release() as in method doErrorRecovery() below.
@ C l a s s S t a t e s (
{ @State ( name = ' ' FullMutex '' , i n v = ' ' F u l l ( mutex ) i n NotAcq'' ) , } ) c
l a s s E x e c u t i o n T h r e a d e x t e n d s T h r e a d { p r i v a t e IMutex mutex ;
@Perm( r e q u i r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n FullMutex '' , e n s u r e s = ' ' F u l l ( t h i s ) i n FullMutex '' ) p r i v a t e v o i d d o E r r o r R e c o v e r y ( E x c e p t i o n e ) { t r y { mutex . a c q u i r e ( ) ; . . . } f i n a l l y { . . . mutex . r e l e a s e ( ) ; } } } Absence of Deadlocks. The Plural specification for methods acquire() and release() ensures that if a thread has acquired a lock, then the thread needs to release the lock before another thread can acquire the lock. This is a source for deadlocks: one needs to check that an acquired lock is eventually released. However, Plural does not provide support for reachability analysis so we were unable to prove the absence of deadlocks in the MTTS implementation in general 4 , but only in particular settings, e.g. by direct code inspection. As an example of this, the code of method doErrorRecovery in class ExecutionThread above is enclosed between a call to acquire() and a call to release(). This was often the case for methods in class ExecutionThread. Method doErrorRecovery uses a Java try-catch-finally statement to ensure that the release() method is always finally called regardless of the method termination status (normal or exceptional).
Destroying a Non-Released Lock. Method "destroy" in class MutexManager removes a mutex "m" from the list of mutexes. However, destroying (removing) a mutex can lead the system to a deadlock (or to a state that might enable some abnormal behaviour) as the thread that acquired the lock will never be able to release the lock and so other threads waiting for the first thread to release the lock will wait forever. To ensure that a mutex is not destroyed before it is first released, we added the specification "Full(m) in NotAcq" to the requires part of method destroy. Therefore, Plural will generate an error for any code that calls destroy with a mutex object m in a state other than NotAcq.
Reentrant Mutexes. According to the implementation and the documentation of the MTTS, although two different threads cannot acquire the same lock, a single thread can acquire the same lock several times. Class IMutexImp implements interface IMutex. It declares a thread field o that keeps track of the thread that owns the lock, and an integer variable nesting that keeps track of the number of times the owner thread has acquired the lock. From the implementation of class IMutexImp, it appears evident that nesting is 0 whenever object "o" is null (a class invariant property). We can define two typestates: NestAcq (acquired several times by the same thread) and SingleAcq (acquired exactly once) as sub-typestates of Acq. We can associate NestAcq with the invariant "o != null * nesting > 1" and use this typestate in the specification of all the methods of the class, e.g. acquire() and release(). However, Plural does not provide support for integer arithmetic. As an alternative, we could modify the code of class IMutexImp to declare and use a boolean variable nested to be true whenever nesting is greater than 1, and modify the invariant associated to the typestate NestAcq to be "o != null * nested==true". This approach is potentially error-prone: it requires us to set variable nested accordingly all through class IMutexImp whose code is large.
An additional problem related to the specification of reentrant mutexes has to do with the analysis performed by Plural. We describe this problem with the aid of the specification of the method release() below. This method requires the receiver object to be in state NestAcq, so that nested equals to true. This indicates that the if-statement in the method release() can never be executed, and hence the receiver object remains in the super-typestate Acq (though potentially transitioning from NestAcq to SingleAcq). However, the Plural tool issues a warning saying that it cannot establish the posttypestate specification. This proves another limitation of the analysis performed by Plural. To determine that the if-statement is never executed, it is necessary to analyse the invariant property associated with the definition of the NestAcq typestate. The actual implementation of Plural does not perform such data-flow analysis.
/ / n o t e : o n l y one c a s e ( N e
o != n u l l && n e s t e d == f a l s e ) { / / c h a n g e t o s t a t e NotAcq } e l s e { / / r e m a i n i n Acq ( e i t h e r N e s t A c q o r S i n g l e A c q ) } } Plural and Good Programming Practices. Class ExecutionThread declares a boolean variable "terminate" that is used to determine whether the thread has finished its execution or not. The variable is not explicitly initialized in its declaration, yet according to the Java specification language its default value is false. Typestate ThreadCreated represents the state in which a thread has just been created. The constructor of class ExecutionThread does not set variable "terminate". Despite the fact that the initial value of variable "terminate" is false, Plural issues an error for the execution of the constructor of class ExecutionThread. This error states that the object cannot be packed to typestate ThreadCreated.
Although this shows a bug in the Plural tool, we report it as a programming bad practice. Programmers should explicitly initialize variables to their intended value, thus avoiding relying on the underlying compiler or on external tools, e.g. external typestate analysers like Plural. In this sense, Plural can be used to enforce initialization of class variables. Without proper tool support for analysing large pieces of code, even small bugs like this would remain undetected.
Specification of Standard Libraries. The MTTS stores tasks and related information in a database. The DBConnection class of the MTTS implements the basic features that support communication with databases. Plural does not furnish specifications for standard Java classes such as Connection and DriverManager, so we needed to write specifications for these classes as well. The specification of these classes allowed us to prove that the MTTS adheres to general protocols of database interaction. For instance, we proved that a connection is always open whenever database operations such as fetching a task from the database and updating task information stored in the database are taking place.
Abstract class MttsConnection below presents part of the specification we wrote for class MttsConnection. Class MttsConnection defines a root typestate Connection with two sub-typestates OpenConnection and ClosedConnection, modelling an open and closed database connection respectively. According to the Java specification language, method open() can be called on an object to transition it into state OpenConnection, and close() can be called on an object to transition it into state ClosedConnection. The specification of other standard libraries was conducted in a similar way using Java abstract classes. Starting and Shutting Down the MTTS Server. Class MttsServer is the main class of the MTTS application. It implements methods start() and stop() to start and to shutdown the server. It declares three variables OpControlRemote, TaskRegistrationRemote and queueManager to manage the three major features of the server: control of remote operations, task registration, and the queue manager, respectively. One of the design consistency properties of the server is "the server is in the starting state ServerStart if and only if its three components are in their starting states TStart, CStart and QStart respectively". And a second consistency property is "the MTTS server is in state ServerShutdown if and only its three components are in their shutdown states TShutdown, CShutdown and QShutdown respectively". Although the implementation of method start() verified the definition of typestate ServerStart, the implementation of method stop() did not verify the definition of typestate ServerShutdown. Therefore, method stop() does not shutdown all its components but only the queueManager.
We report this as a flaw in the design of the MTTS server application. Due to the size of the MttsServer class and all the classes it uses, discovering this design flaw could be difficult with other approaches such as direct code inspection. @ C l a s s S t a t e s ( { @State ( name = ' ' S e r v e r S t a r t '' , i n v = ' ' F u l l ( queueManager ) i n QStart * F u l l ( O p C o n t r o l R e m o t e ) i n C S t a r t * F u l l ( T a s k R e g i s t r a t i o n R e m o t e ) i n T S t a r t '' ) , @State ( name = ' ' ServerShutdown '' , i n v = ' ' F u l l ( queueManager ) i n QShutdown * F u l l ( O p C o n t r o l R e m o t e ) i n CShutdown * F u l l ( T a s k R e g i s t r a t i o n R e m o t e ) i n TShutdown ) '' } ) c l a s s M t t s S e r v e r { p r i v a t e O p C o n t r o l O p C o n t r o l R e m o t e ; p r i v a t e T a s k R e g i s t r a t i o n T a s k R e g i s t r a t i o n R e m o t e ; p r i v a t e QueueManager queueManager ;
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Discussion on the Limitations of Plural
In the following, we summarise Plural limitations. Some of these limitations have already been discussed in previous sections.
• The Plural tool approximates the semantics of loops by unrolling them a fixed number of times, which can lead to spurious warnings. We found one case where we had to (unsoundly) approximate a loop with an if statement because Plural ran out of memory when trying to analyze the loop. This is an area where the engineering and scalability of the tool could be improved.
• Plural was not designed to support integer arithmetic. So, one cannot define invariants that use integer variables. Plural provides support for the analysis of boolean expressions that check equality or non-equality of references and boolean expressions that check (non-) nullness of references.
In the implementation of the MTTS, class IMutexImp implements a mutex algorithm that is used to synchronise threads. Mutexes can be acquired or released. Thus, if a thread acquires a lock then no other thread can acquire the same lock.
A thread can acquire a lock several times. So, it must release the lock the same number of times it acquired it for any other thread to (eventually) be able to acquire the lock. However, Plural does not allow one to define a typestate that describes the situation that occurs when a thread has acquired a lock several times as this will require the invariant related to the typestate to rely on an integer arithmetic expression "nesting > 1".
• Plural does not implement a strong specification typechecker, therefore programmers may unintentionally write specifications that include misspelled (nonexistent) typestates, and the Plural analysers can unconsciously use the misspelled typestate in their analysis. Plural does not issue any error on a specification that uses a nonexistent typestate. This feature was intentional-it allows developers to use typestates without declaring them-but nevertheless we found that this feature made it too easy to write incorrect specifications that the tool does not identify.
• Plural does not provide support for reachability analysis, that can be used to answer questions such as if a thread object is in state Acq, will the object ever be in state NotAcq? In practice, for small classes, one can inspect the code and trace how states evolve manually. For large classes and complex pieces of code this becomes prohibitively difficult.
• Method execute() in Figure 2 transitions a task object from typestate Ready to typestate Running, and thereafter to typestate Finished. These two transitions occur both within method execute(). Typestate Ready is required by method execute() and typestate Finished is produced by method execute(). Running is an intermediate typestate for which the specification of method execute() does not provide any information. It would be possible for execute() to invoke empty helper methods such as startRunning() and stopRunning() that exist merely to specify the two state transitions, however this is at best an awkward workaround. Not being able to reason more cleanly about intermediate program states is a limitation of the analysis performed by the Plural tool. The information about intermediate states could be used by programmers (and tools) to assert certain facts that otherwise cannot be asserted explicitly. For instance, in the verification of the MTTS, we could not specify the property stating that a running task cannot be deleted.
Evaluation of the Case Study
It has taken approximately nine months to undertake this case study. The three first months were spent on developing a precise understanding of the MTTS. During this process, we communicated by email with the Novabase engineers and conducted face-to-face meetings. The other six months were spent on writing the specifications for the MTTS. Most of the specifications are written by the second author, who beforehand did not have any experience with Plural or the Plural language, or with writing formal specifications in general. The first author, who had experience in writing formal specifications with JML [14, 15] , but not with Plural, supervised the work and made suggestions to improve the specifications. The third author, the principal designer of Plural, provided feed-back on writing Plural specifications.
We specified and verified forty nine Java classes with 14451 lines of Java code and 546 lines of program specifications. The automation of the analyses performed by the Plural tool ranges from a couple of milliseconds for the verification of small classes to a couple of minutes for the verification of large classes.
Model Checking Plural Specifications
Methodology
The Plural tool takes as input a specification, an implementation of that specification, and optionally a client program. The implementation and client are checked against the specification. An issue stemming from this style of verification is that if the specification itself has errors or unintended semantics, the programmer might never become aware of it. For example, if the specification is tested against just one client, the specification may preclude behavior that was intended to be possible but did not show up in that client, and the tool will not point this out.
We have developed an approach to identifying issues with Plural specifications. In our approach, the behavior of object oriented concurrent programs is defined as a maximally unconstrained interleaving of threads. The interleavings are represented as sequences of method calls obeying access permission rules and typestate definitions.
We use the high-performance symbolic model checker evmdd-smc 5 [9] , developed for NASA by the National Institute of Aerospace. The input language of evmdd-smc is similar to SAL (Symbolic Analysis Laboratory), however evmdd-smc is more efficient than SAL for several reasons. The evmdd-smc is powered by an edged-valued decision diagrams (EVMDD) library, libevmdd 5 , which can be orders of magnitude faster than the ubiquitous CUDD, especially for models that capture concurrency [9] . Secondly, the much leaner evmdd-smc is free of all of the syntactic sugar provided by SAL, which often leads to tremendous pre-processing overhead.
Abstract Models of Plural Specifications.
Our abstract state-machine models attempt to capture the collective dynamic behaviour of the object references described in Plural specifications in a concurrent environment. The models are not concerned with the body of methods, but only with their specifications -i.e., preconditions, postconditions, typestates, and access permissions -and the interleavings of concurrently executing processes.
A Plural specification comprises a finite set of class declarations C = {C 1 , . . . , C c }. Every class C i contains a set of typestate declarations, T S i = {t 1 i , . . . , t l i i }, where l i is the number of typestates of class C i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ c. We identify each object that appears in the specification (including method parameters and class fields) O = {o 1 , . . . , o n }. Each object is mapped to its class declaration via an implicit mapping class of : O → C. To capture the issue of concurrency, for each object o i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we create a number of instances of references to that object:
K is a parameter that can be set by the user to a desired value. For K = 0, there is no concurrency in the model, while for any strictly positive value, K other independent aliases will be introduced for each reference, corresponding to a truly concurrent setting.
The question whether there exists a smallest value for K that is sufficiently large to capture all "relevant" behaviors depends on the expressiveness of the specification logic. If integer arithmetic is allowed for typestate definitions (for invariant definitions), it is easy to construct a model where no such smallest upper bound exists, for example by defining a typestate that is entered when the reference count to the object exceeds a certain value n. In this implementation, we do not include integer arithmetic in the invariant expressions. However, the existence of an upper bound for K in this case, while possible, has not been determined yet.
The Basic Component. In the following, we reserve the symbol ⊥ for undefined values (for multiple domains: typestates, access permissions, methods), throughout the paper.
The building block of the developed model is the state-machine of an object reference r j i , where h = class of (i), which includes: (a) the abstract program counter, (pc (i) the required typestate condition of the exe-local-state (ii) the access permission constraints determined by the splitting rules described in subsection 5.1.
Additionally, from each exe-local-state (exe, m) a reference can only transition to its matching done-local-state (done, m), capturing the completion of the call to method m. The transition is guarded by the postcondition associated with the method in the specification and reflects the change in typestate and access permissions that may occur.
The Translation Algorithm
The translation algorithm from Plural to evmdd builds the two components of a finite state machine: the set of potential global states S and the transition relation between states, R ⊆ S × S . The potential state space is simply the cross product of the local state spaces of all n objects. This includes the typestate of the object (common to all references to that object), and the program counter and access permission for each of the K + 1 references:
The transition relation can be defined component-wise. For each reference r j i there are two local transitions, corresponding to starting a method and ending a method. The global transition relation is the asynchronous composition of the local transition relations. We use the standard notation for pairs of states (from-states, to-state) in the transition relation, where unprimed variables refer to the from-state and primed variables to the to-state. We also employ the following type definitions:
The routines StartMethod and EndMethod listed in Algorithms 1 and 2 are used to construct the transition relation. They correspond to starting and ending a method m by a reference r j i , respectively. The input for these routines are the calling reference r , ap 1 encode the requires (indexed i 0 ) and ensures (indexed i 1 ) clauses from the method's specification, i.e. the required and ensured typestate, reference, and access permission. The output of the routines are two Boolean formulae: guard and update. The guard formula must hold for the transition to be enabled, and the update formula encodes the changes in the values of global states that occur by executing a transition.
For StartMethod, if the reference r j i exists, and it is not already executing a method, and the global type state of object i 0 is the required typestate ts j 0 i 0 , and the required access permission of object i 0 is compatible with the current ap 0 , and the ensured access permission of object i 1 is compatible with ap 1 (all conjuncts are part of the , ts There are two routines that require further explanations. Compatible(ap x , ap y ), implements a Boolean function that decides whether the access permissions ap x and ap y are "compatible", i.e. if ap x can be downgraded or upgraded to ap y according to Section 5.1. The second routine, ChangePermission(ap x , ap y ), builds the update formula corresponding to a compatible access permission transformation from ap x to ap y .
Access Permission Compatibility and Transformation Rules
Object permissions must guarantee that an object reference having write permission does not conflict with another reference to the same object having write or a read permission, e.g race conditions should not occur. The presence of object aliases makes the analysis of permissions harder. To enhance this analysis, permissions in Plural cannot be duplicated and can be split in fractions of a permission. A permission can take a fractional value in the interval (0, 1]. Fractional permission analysis as implemented in Plural has been influenced by Boyland's work in [2] . Representing permissions as fractions explains when writes permissions conflict with other permissions. A write permission requires to have the whole fraction of the object permission to write to the Figure 5 : Access permission splitting rules object, so two aliases of an object cannot simultaneously write to an object or read and write to it. On the other hand, two read permissions can coexist. Our implementation of fractions as described in Section 5.2 uses the bounding assumption of a K maximum number of object references, and thus permissions take values of a fraction in the range (0, K]. In Plural, a Unique permission is represented by 1 and an Immutable permission is represented by a fraction between 0 and 1 so that other permissions are allowed to exist. Figure 5 presents all the splitting rules Plural enforces. For all of the listed rules, k = k 1 + k 2 and at least one of the references x 1 and x 2 is x. Figure 6 shows the routines Compatible() and ChangePermission() presented in the beginning of Section 5. There can be two generic ways of access permission transformations. i. downgrade: this reference may give up rights and the other references may gain rights. ii. upgrade: this reference may acquire more rights and the other references may lose rights. The directional arrows denote the nature of the transformations: ↓ for downgrade, ↑ for upgrade, ↔ for no change, and × for disallowed. The second row of symbols describes the read and write permissions change for reference this and the other references ("the rest of the world" denoted by O): + for gaining, − for losing, = for no change. Therefore, a Full permission is compatible with a Share permission.
Additionally, Full can be downgraded to Share if this gives up writing permissions that are gained by the other references. Our analysis has found a single case of incompatibility, between Share and Immutable permissions, so they cannot be transformed one from another.
A Discrete State Semantics for Fractional Access Permissions
The access permission transformations are based on an underlying concept of "collective management" of permissions among references to the same object. Intuitively, access permissions are viewed as resources (tokens), stored in a central location (bank) and available globally. The references can take a portion (fraction) or all tokens, depending on access's needs and then return them back to the bank.
We describe the access permissions of a reference r Our implementation uses the bounding assumption of maximum K co-existing references to translate this framework into a fully discrete model, where we map fractions from the continuous interval [0, 1] to the set {0, 1, . . . , K + 1}, via the abstraction
We can define two functions for the required number of tokens needed for the next operation, N r and N w . There are multiple ways to define this pair of functions, as there is still non-determinism in the abstraction from fractions to integer values. The definition below corresponds to the most conservative approach in which references request the minimum amount of resources required for their operation:
To complete our model, in addition to the field ap in the basic module, we introduce tkr and tkw, to represent the number of read and write tokens for each reference q = r j i . For example, if a method requires non-exclusive rights (Pure), the guard for starting the method checks whether the reference has the one read token necessary (a) or it needs to "borrow" it (b). This results in two distinct types of transitions: An evmdd model contains four sections: variable declarations, variable initialisations, the transition relation, and a set of CTL temporal logic [16] properties. a) Abstract variable domains.
As all variables in the model have to be discrete (more precisely of an integer interval type) we have to define the abstract domains for all of them. The domains T S i = {⊥} ∪ {t Each transition has a guard expression (the enabling condition) and an update expression (the transformation performed by executing the transition). Recall that unprimed variables refer to values before the update (the "from" state), while primed variables refer to values after the update (the "to" state). We identify four categories of transitions in our model, described in detail below. The presence of states without successors (sink states) may have different root causes, including improper use of access permissions that block the progress of all threads, among which deadlock (due to a mutual circular wait) is one particular undesired behaviour. In the CTL temporal logic, this can be expressed as the property deadlock : ¬EX(true). Note that local deadlocks may exist even when there are no global sinks, but testing for all local deadlocks requires an exponential number of tests.
Checking the Absence of Unreachable Methods
Pulse uses the information of the requires clause of a method's specification to check whether it can be reached from another method or not. In our model, we represent with the predicate satisfiability i (m n ) to check whether the precondition of the method m n is satisfiable.
When we run Pulse on the specifications of Figure 3 , Pulse states that three methods setData, execute, and delete are unreachable because of the unsatisfiability of the requires clauses of these methods. The ensures clause of MttsTask constructor produces an object with Unique access permission and in typestate Created. A Unique access permission can be transformed into two access permissions i.e Full and Pure (according to the fractional permission rules). The Full access permission and the typestate Created can be used to match the first part of the requires clause of method setData, however the second part of the requires clause i.e the parameter "d" should be in state Filled can not be matched, as none of the methods defined in class MttsTaskDataX transitions into typestate Filled, and hence as a result the method setData is unreachable. The unsatisfiability of the setData requires clause will not produce the ensures typestate i.e typestate Ready. The non-availability of the typestate Ready will lead to the unsatisfiability of the requires clause of the method execute, so the method execute will remain unreachable. Similarly the unreachability of the method execute will result into the non-availability of the the typestate Complete that will lead to the unreachability of the method delete.
Checking Whether Methods Can be Executed in Parallel
Access permissions can be used to represent parallel executions of methods m 1 and m 2 along with other dependency information. Pulse can find all possible pairs of methods that can be executed in parallel and all pairs of methods that can never be MttsTask setData getData execute delete getTaskStatus executed in parallel. In CTL this can be expressed as
An empty set of states satisfying concurrent i (m 1 , m 2 ) indicates that m 1 and m 2 can never be executed in parallel.
When we run Pulse on the specifications of Figure 3 , Pulse produced the concurrency matrix as shown in the Table 1. The symbol indicates that the methods can be executed parallel and the symbol ∦ indicates that methods cannot be executed in parallel. For instance, no methods can be executed in parallel with the constructor MttsTask; similarly, methods that requires Full (modifying) access permissions, e.g. execute and delete, cannot be executed in parallel. However, the methods that requires Pure (readonly) access permissions, e.g. getData and getTaskStatus, can be executed in parallel with each other. Tables 2 and 3 show the results produced by Pulse on the full MTTS specification. In both tables, SS stands for sink states, MR for method reachability and STM for state transition matrix. Table 2 provides metrics about state space and number of checked properties. For an instance, Pulse used a state space of 8 × 10 52 to check all the properties of the whole MTTS specification. In Table 3 , columns 4 to 6 show the time taken by Pulse (in seconds) to perform the tests. The first five rows represent partial models when the three utility packages are checked in isolation. The last row includes the server package that has most of the class interdependencies and hence there is a significant jump in the time (Runtime), taken by Pulse to verify the properties. The last three columns show the number of violations found, more precisely, the number of sink sates, unreachable methods, and unreachable typestates, respectively. For an instance, Pulse found 58 unreachable methods and 60 unreachable typestates in whole MTTS specifications. The main reasons of these violations are (a) the writing of wrong specifications that lead to unreachable typestates or methods. We also observe that sometimes, the specifications of complex code (that involves many typestates) lead to wrong (unwanted) transitions, (b) the specification of class constructors that do not produce access permissions. Wrongly specified constructors lead to a situation in which class method preconditions are never satisfied, and (c) added specification on a method's parameter but then necessary definition of parameter's typestate is missing, in the respective parameter class.
Performance Analysis
Related Work
In previous work [17] , we used JML to specify an electronic purse application written in the Java Card dialect of Java. JML is a behavioural interface specification language for Java [18] . Typestates can be regarded as JML abstract variables and, therefore, JML tools can be used to simulate the typestate verification of specifications. However, JML does not provide support for the reasoning about access permissions and JML's support for concurrency is rather limited. The work presented here is more complex than the work in [17] , as it involves reasoning about the concurrency properties of a system. A similar direction is taken in [19] with a formal framework to model-check JML specification using the Bogor model-checker. The Plural group has conducted several case studies to verify API protocols using DFA techniques [7] . By contrast, our technique is able to analyze the specification for any possible concurrent execution of programs implementing it, while the DFA analysis of Plural is designed to study one program at a time. In [11] , DeLine and Fähndrich use the Fugue protocol checker on a relatively large .Net web based application. Like Plural, Fugue provides support for typestate verification, however, reasoning is provided only in the case of more restrictive Unique permissions.
Related techniques for formal verification of specifications include: In [20] , the requirements for the TCAS airborne, collision avoidance protocol formulated in RSML were checked with SMV. The model checker builds a highly abstract model to avoid the state-space explosion problem. The TLA + specification of a Compaq multiprocessor cache coherence protocol was verified in TLC to verify design. An "everything is a set" approach to translating Z into SAL is presented in [21] , but not fully automated and applied only to small models. The Alloy analyser [22] supports a very expressive language, but is not a temporal logic model checker. ProB [23] is an animator and model checker for B specifications that can detect deadlocks and invariant violations. The Verifast tool [24] provides support for verifying fractional permissions in a similar fashion to Plural. Validating temporal properties of software has been proposed in [25] and applied to Windows NT drivers. The technique, based on predicate abstraction, is implemented in the SLAM toolkit. In [26] , the Vault programming language is used to describe resource management protocols that the compiler can statically enforce through a certain order of operations for a given data object. In [27] , the Bandera Specication Language (BSL) based on assertions and pre/post conditions of methods, is translated into the input of several model checkers such as Spin and NuSMV, to verify a variety of system correctness properties. In [28] , a more expressive LTL e is proposed to verify high-level specification languages such as B, Z and CSP. The model checker based on extended LTL e can query deadlock and partially explored state spaces in an effective way. In a slightly recent work [29] , a small specification language PL that models business process, is translated into linear temporal formulas, to check the deadlock freedom of interacting business processes of an airline ticket reservation system. In another work [30] , We have also used symbolic model checking to check the locking mechanism of the Linux Virtual File System (VFS) by extracting abstract models from the Linux kernel. Our work analyses specifications based on access permissions and typestates, that according to best knowledge of authors is not the subject of previous work. We apply our technique on a relatively large set of MTTS specifications. The generated model also does not require any pre-processing overhead, due to less syntactic sugar.
Conclusion and Future Work
The MTTS is a relatively large size commercial application that implements a server with a thread pool that runs processing tasks. The specification and verification of the MTTS was a challenging due to the scale and complexity of the application. Overall, we specified and verified forty nine Java classes with 14451 lines of Java code and 546 lines of program specifications written in Plural. Plural takes between a couple of milliseconds for the verification of small classes to a couple of minutes for the verification of large classes. The code of the MTTS was not originally documented so we needed to document it prior to its specification and verification. We kept the code of the MTTS unchanged as much as possible and tried to keep the semantics of the code intact whenever we introduced any changes to it. This is the first case study on the use of Plural for the verification of a commercial large sized application. Some of the limitations of Plural (see discussion in Section 3.5 for a full list) hampered our specification and verification work. Nonetheless, we managed to specify and verify important design properties backing the implementation of the MTTS application. The written typestate specifications can further be used to generate a collection of documents describing the behaviour of the MTTS, which can be used for the quality assurance team of Novabase for different purposes. Our experience provides evidence that typestate and permission-based verification tools, such as Plural, can be practically applied to commercial software and can assure important properties of the source code.
In order to overcome some of Plural's limitations, particularly with respect to ensuring that the specification is valid, we developed the Pulse tool. Pulse was able to identify over a hundred previously unknown issues in the MTTS specification in the form of unreachable states and methods. In addition, Pulse was able to show the absence of deadlock states. This experience suggests that Pulse can be a useful tool in checking the consistency of specifications based on typestate and permissions.
Our study suggested a number of interesting directions for future work. As writing program specifications for medium sized or large applications can be a laborious and sometimes complex task, we are investigating inference of Plural specifications. Our study showed that particularly in concurrent applications, it's useful to keep track of intermediate states that an object may go through while the object is executing. Plural could be improved by an explicit specification construction indicating transition into and out of these intermediate states. Finally, in the AEminium project [31] we are investigating leveraging the permissions used in Plural not just for verification, but also to parallelize code. Through further work in the area, we believe permissions will prove to provide a solid foundation for specification, verification, and implementation of robust concurrent software in the future.
